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 Outline

 What is a Data Centre?

  What does “publishing in the VO” mean?

  Why publishing in the VO?

  How publishing in the VO?



  Euro-VO:Not limiting but very inclusive definition.

- From large DCs to individual researchers.
– - Not only data but also services and tools. 

• - Service to community
• - Sustainability
• - Concern for quality 

 What is a Data Centre?



  Offering data to the community.
 How can they get them?

  Web pages

 What is data publishing?



  The “discovery problem”.

Is this enough? → NO

Where are the data I am interested in?



  The “data access problem”.
Is this enough? → NO
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  The “data comparison problem”.
Is this enough? → NO



  The “data comparison problem”.
Is this enough? → NO



The solution: Standardization

  A standard framework is required. VO 
provides it



  VO gives answers to the previously mentioned 
issues (discovery, access, comparison). 

Virtual Observatory → Standardization



Why publish in the VO?
  Reason I: Being part of the VO means being 

part of a vast distributed information system 
→ visibility.  



Why publish in the VO?
  Reason II: Do not reinvent the wheel. Take advantage 

of the huge intellectual investment that people has put in 
the VO in the last years and use the already existing 
standards and services → efficiency.  



Taking advantage of VO



Why publish in the VO?
  Reason III:  Usage.  



Why publish in the VO?
 Reason IV:  Political aspects.  

 VO: key research infrastructure for Astronet. 

 
 Networking of data centres: Integration into a 

common framework is a key issue both for 
Astronet and the EC.

 Enabling the worldwide dissemination of 
astronomical data.  



Why publish in the VO?



How to publish in the VO?
 See next presentations 
 Some tips 

 Have VO in mind when building a new 
system or re-engineering an existing one.

 If the archive already exists → VO is just a 
translation layer. 

 Sufficient continuous local expertise is 
needed to be a data publisher. No end-to-
end publishing tools. 
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